Type: Short-Range Air Defense System

Main Weapon Range: 5000m

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Nomenclature: SA-13
Type: Short-Range Air Defense System

Main Weapon: RADAR Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 12km

Nomenclature: SA-15 Gauntlet
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: T-90

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: T-80U

Main Weapon Range: 3000m, 5000m

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore, Anti-Tank Guided Missiles
Nomenclature: T-72B3

Type: Main Battle Tank

Main Weapon Range: 3000, 5000m

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore, Anti-Tank Guided Missiles
Type: Main Battle Tank

Main Weapon Range: 3000, 2000, 1000m

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore, 12.7, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Nomenclature: T-64
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: BMP-3

Main Weapon: 100mm Gun, 30 mm Cannon

Main Weapon Range: 5.5km, 4000m
Nomenclature: BMP-2

Main Weapon: 30mm Cannon, AT-5

Main Weapon Range: 4000, 4000m

Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle
Nomenclature: BMP-1
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle
Main Weapon: 73mm, Malyutka Anti-Tank Guided Missile, 7.62mm
Main Weapon Range: 1300, 3000, 1000m
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Nomenclature: BTR-80/82A

Main Weapon: 30mm, Cannon, 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 4000, 2000, 1000m
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon: AGS-71 Grenade Launcher, 12.7, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 1700, 2000, 1000m

Nomenclature: GAZ Tigr

Nomenclature: GAZ Tigr
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: BMD-4

Main Weapon Range: 5.5km, 4000m

Main Weapon: 100mm Gun, 30mm Cannon
Type: Towed Howitzer

Nomenclature: D-30

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 21.9km
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: RADAR Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 30km

Nomenclature: SA-17
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Nomenclature: TOS-1A

Main Weapon Range: 3500m

Main Weapon: 220mm
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: RADAR Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 70km

Nomenclature: SA-X-27
Type: Self-Propelled Gun

Nomenclature: 2S23

Main Weapon Range: 12.8km

Main Weapon: 120mm
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 152mm

Main Weapon Range: 18.5km

Nomenclature: 2S3
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer

Nomenclature: 2S5

Main Weapon: 152mm

Main Weapon Range: 40km
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer
Main Weapon: 152mm
Main Weapon Range: 62km
Nomenclature: 2S19
Type: Self-Propelled Gun

Nomenclature: 2S35

Main Weapon: 152mm

Main Weapon Range: 80km
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 45km

Nomenclature: BM-21
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 120, 220, 300mm

Main Weapon Range: 90km

Nomenclature: 9A52-4
Main Weapon Range: 35km

Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon: 220mm

Nomenclature: BM-27
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 90km

Main Weapon: 300mm

Nomenclature: BM-30
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 70km

Main Weapon: 300mm

Nomenclature: 9K512
Type: Mine Laying Vehicle

Main Weapon: 7.62mm

Main Weapon Range: 2000M

Nomenclature: GMZ-3
Type: Mine Clearing Vehicle

Main Weapon: 12.7mm

Main Weapon Range: 2000m

Nomenclature: BMR-3M
Type: Self-Propelled Anti-Aircraft Gun

Nomenclature: ZSU-23-4

Main Weapon Range: 7km

Main Weapon: 23mm
Type: Heavy Combat Engineering

Main Weapon Range: 2000m

Main Weapon: 12.7 Machine Gun

Nomenclature: IMR
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon: 152mm

Main Weapon Range: 29km

Nomenclature: 2A65
Type: Transport Helicopter

Nomenclature: Mi-8 Hip

Main Weapon: N/A

Main Weapon Range: N/A
Type: Mobile Electronic Warfare System

Nomenclature: 1RL257 Krasukha-4

Main Weapon: Ground based Jammer

Main Weapon Range: 25 km
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Orlan-10

Main Weapon Range: 16hrs

Main Weapon: N/A
Nomenclature: Forpost
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Main Weapon: N/A
Main Weapon Range: 18hrs
Type: CBRN Reconnaissance Vehicle

Nomenclature: RPM-2

Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000, 1000m
Type: CBRN Reconnaissance Vehicle

Nomenclature: RkhM-4

Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000, 1000m
Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns
Main Weapon Range: 2000, 1000m
Nomenclature: RKhM-6
Type: CBRN Reconnaissance Vehicle
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 20km

Nomenclature: SA-22
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Nomenclature: BTR-60

Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 2000m, 1000m
Type: Amphibious Armored Scout Car

Nomenclature: BRDM-2

Main Weapon Range: 3000m, 1000m

Main Weapon: KPV-14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns
Type: Attack Helicopter

Main Weapon: 30mm Cannon, Rockets, IR Missiles, Aerial Bombs, Air-to-Ground Missiles

Main Weapon Range: 2500m, 3km, 40km, 20km

Nomenclature: Mi-28
Type: Attack Helicopter

Main Weapon: 23mm Cannon, Anti-Tank Munitions, IR Missiles

Main Weapon Range: 2, 6, 5.2km

Nomenclature: Mi-24/35
Type: Self-Propelled Cannon
Nomenclature: 2S7
Main Weapon: 203mm
Main Weapon Range: 55.5km
Type: Towed Field Gun

Main Weapon: 120mm Laser Guided Projectile

Main Weapon Range: 12km

Nomenclature: 2B16
Main Weapon Range: 13km

Type: Self-Propelled Mortar System

Main Weapon: 120mm

Nomenclature: 2S34
Type: General Purpose Vehicle
Nomenclature: Ural 4320
Main Weapon Range: 45km
Main Weapon: N/A
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Eleron-3

Main Weapon: Multi-INT Payload

Main Weapon Range: 250km
Type: Command Post Vehicle

Nomenclature: R-145BM

Main Weapon Range: N/A

Main Weapon: N/A
Type: Antenna Van

Nomenclature: 1L265

Main Weapon Range: N/A

Main Weapon: Radar Jamming C2 and Electronic Support Complex
Type: Tactical Ballistic Missile System

Nomenclature: SS-21 Scarab

Main Weapon Range: 185km

Main Weapon: Ballistic Missile
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile

System: SA-21 Growler

Main Weapon: RADAR Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 400km

Nomenclature: SA-21 Growler
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Nomenclature: SA-20 Gargoyle

Main Weapon: RADAR Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 200km
Type: Short-Range Ballistic Missile System

Main Weapon: Ballistic Missile

Main Weapon Range: 415km

Nomenclature: SS-26 Stone